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	A solid guide that responds to the active interest in Apple's Xcode tools


	Apple's Xcode tools are a collection of applications and frameworks that are used to develop, test, and optimize applications primarily written for Mac OS X or the iPhone. The steady increase in sales of Apple computers has triggered a strong interest in gaining a thorough understanding of Xcode and its tools and what they have to offer. This book provides you with an inside look at the array of Xcode tools from top to bottom.


	You'll go beyond the basics and dive into such in-depth topics as installing the latest version of Xcode tools, customizing the look and behavior of Xcode, creating and managing projects, using the built-in class browser to model complex applications and structures, and more.

	
		Offers you a solid foundation for getting the most out of Apple's Xcode tools, a collection of applications and frameworks used to develop, test, and optimize applications written for Mac OS X or the iPhone
	
		Includes clear, comprehensive lessons for installing the latest version of Xcode tools, customizing the look of Xcode, creating and managing projects, testing your interfaces, and building and debugging your projects
	
		Explains analyzing performance, optimizing your application, working with shared sources, creating your own custom file templates, and customizing the interface builder



	With this book, you'll be able to take full advantage of the range of tools included with Xcode.


	Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
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Production of Plasma Proteins for Therapeutic UseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Sets forth the state of the science and technology in plasma protein production


	With contributions from an international team of eighty leading experts and pioneers in the field, Production of Plasma Proteins for Therapeutic Use presents a comprehensive overview of the current state of knowledge about the...
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Teach Yourself Cgi Programming With Perl in a Week (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1996

	From there, you will learn about the basic client/server architecture of the server, and you will

	get a detailed description of the HTTP request/response headers. You will learn the client/server

	model in straightforward and simple terms, and throughout the book, you will learn about

	several methods for keeping track of the state of...
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Billions & Billions: Thoughts on Life and Death at the Brink of the MillenniumBallantine Books, 1998

	In the final book of his astonishing career, Carl Sagan brilliantly examines the burning questions of our lives, our world, and the universe around us. These luminous, entertaining essays travel both the vastness of the cosmos and the intimacy of the human mind, posing such fascinating questions as how did the universe originate and how will...
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Introduction to GPS: The Global Positioning SystemArtech House Publishers, 2002
If you're looking for an up-to-date, easy-to-understand treatment of the GPS (Global Positioning System), this one-of-a-kind resource offers you the knowledge you need for your work, without bogging you down with advanced mathematics. It addresses all aspects of the GPS, emphasizes GPS applications, examines the GPS signal structure, and covers the...
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Game Design Theory and Practice, Second EditionWordware Publishing, 2001
In the second edition to the acclaimed Game Design: Theory &  Practice, designer Richard Rouse III balances a discussion of the essential  concepts behind game design with an explanation of how you can implement them in  your current project. Detailed analysis of successful games is interwoven with  concrete examples from...
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Computer Aided Engineering DesignSpringer, 2005
This book amalgamates geometric modelling, analysis and optimization, the three important aspects in Computer Aided Engineering Design. While the three subjects are well developed by themselves, a detailed discussion on engineering visualization (transformations and projections) and mathematical background of free form, parametric and piecewise...
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